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3 An Extension of Beurling’s Theorem.

By Zenjiro KURAMOCHI
Mathematical Institute, Hokkaido University

(Comm. by Kinjir5 KvNvc,I, M.z..., Jan. 12, 1968)

This article is the continuation of the previous paper of the same
title. We shall prove the following

Lemma 5. Let F be a set of positive capacity in B and suppose
for any point p e F B there exists a contact set t(p) of p such
that lim z()()N(z,p)>0. Let {G} be a decreasing sequence of
domains in R- Ro such that G (G, v(p) z/(p)), where

N

G.,e p and m and G, depend on p and G. Then
({G}, z) >0.

I I31imPut F-E peB" =,,()n Then
R

by Lemma 1.3) F-Bo+]F. Now since B0 is an F set of ca-

pacity zero, there exists a number lo and a closed set F’ of positive
capacity in F such (F’ g B) F0. Hence there exists a positive
mass distribution/ on F’ g B such that V(z) I N(z’P)dlu(P) and V(z)

_<_l in R- Ro. V(z)- a,( f N(z, p)d/(p))>= il!m=2,,(),()N(z, p)dl(p)

ilim(),()N(z p)dl(p):for any n and f a V(z)ds> 2 id(p >0.
R

Let w(z) w(G, z, R- Ro). Then by the maximum principle w(z)
>=, V(z). Let n-oo. Then

w({G}, z) >__ lira , V(z) > O.
Let w-f(z): z R be an analytic function whose values fall on

a basic surface R_. Suppose N-Martin’s topology is defined in/-R0.
Let peB and let z/(p) be a contact set of peB. Put

M(f(p))- f(G:) and z1(f(p))- f(2(p) G:).
Then M(f(p))z1(f(p)), where {G} runs over all domains G: such

N

that G p and the closure is taken with respect to the topology of _R.
Let be a closed set in R. We suppose is contained in a

local parameter disc wll and let A(r) be the area of R (not of R)
1 If is oneon Ew: dist (w, )=<r . We suppose in w ]< -.

point a and lim A(r) c, a is called an ordinary point. A. Beurling
r-,0

and M. Tsuji proved the following
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Theorem (B). (A. Beurling)[l. Let w=f(z) be a non const.
analytic function in z]l and w e w-Riemann sphere. Suppose
the speherical area of the covering surface generated by w-f(z)
is finite. Let a be an ordinary point. Then the set F of e such
that lim f(r e)-a is a set of capacity zero.

Theorem (T). (M. Tsuji) 2. Let w=f(z) be an analytic func-
tion in z l" w e w-Riemann sphere. Suppose there exist three
values such that f(z) takes these values only a finite number of
times in zl<l. Let F be a set of positive capacity on zl-1
such that for any ee F there exists a curve terminating at e
and that f(z) tends a as z tends e along . If a is an ordinary
point, then f(z) =_ a.

We shall prove
Theorem (K). Let w=f(z) be a non const, analytic function

from R into R_ Let be a closed set contained in a local parameter
1 Suppose limA(rr) < cdisc wl<l and is contained in wl< - o

Then F=Ep B" 2(f(p)) is a set of capacity zero.
Remark. 1) [3. In the previous paper we proved F=Ep B:

M(f(p)) is a set of capacity zero under the same condition of
Theorem (K).

(2). By Lemma 3) a curve terminating at e is a contact set
of e and B0 is a set of capacity zero. Hence (K) implies (T).

( 3 ). The condition limA(r) c is not a condition for the set
r-0 T, for instance may be a set of positive areal measure. The

condition only means the part of R over is small so that (K) is
valid. We constructed 4 a covering surface R over the w-plane with
finite area such that R has a singular point p e B with the follow-
ing properties: 1) o)(p, z)>O, lim f(v(p))- one point. This example
shows that even when is one point, some condition is necessary
for the validity of (K).

Proot ot Theorem (K)o Let {R,} be an exhaustion of R with
compact relative boundary OR. We suppose N-Martin’s topology is
defined in R-Ro. Let g-E[w" dist(w, )<r and let A(r)be the

area of the image f-() of . By lim A(r)
0 r

< c, there exists a

sequence r>r, such that A(r)<K< oo. i>O. and lim r-0. Also

by A(r)O as i--.oo, we can find a number i0 and a compact dist

F0 in Ro-f-(g). We can suppose loss of generality A(r) <K andr
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R- f-(g) Fo for i_>_ 0. Put Go f-(go) and G f-(g) (R- R,) for
il. By the definition of /(f(p)), for any i there exists a domain

G(p) such that G(p) p and (z/(p) G(p)) f-(g,) for any p e F. Now
N

R-R v,(p) p (where n depends on i). Put G’(p)--(R-R) G(p),
N

then G’(p) p and (G’(p) 2(p) v,(p)) G.
Assume F is of positive capacity. Then by Lemma 5 w({G},

z,R-Ro)>O. By FoRo we have by the Dirichlet principle and
maximum principle
w({G}, z, R- F0) _>- w({G}, z, R- R0) > 0 and c >D(w{G}, z, R- Ro))

>= D(w({G}, z, R- F0)) > 0.
1 )

We shall show G+ and CG(j>=I) are Dirichlet-disjoint. In fact,
dist (g, g+.)>0, g, and g+ are compact in the w-local parameter
disc. We can construct domains t? and/2, such that g t9 /2 g+.,
dist (2, 2.)>0 and 2(i-1, 2) is a finite number of analytic curves.
Hence we can define a C-function V’(w) such that V’(w) is harmonic

V’(w) <L,in t?-t?, V’(w)-i in t%., V’(w)-O in Ct9 and u
-V’(w)<=L’L<c and w-u+iv. Put V’(z)-V’(f(w)) in Go.

Then V’(z)-O in GoCf-(g), V’(z)-i in f-(g+) and D(V’(z))
<=KLro< c. Let w(z) be a C-function in R(i>= 1, 3"->_ 1) such that
w(z)-0 in R, w(z) is harmonic in R+-R and w(z)-i in (R-R+).
Then since R 3R+.-0, D(w(z))< c. Put V(z)- min (V’(z), w(z)).
Then V(z) is also a C-function in Go-f-(go) such that V(z)-O
Go-Go, V(z)- 1 on G+(-(R-R+) f-(g+)) and D(V(z))<=2(D(V’(z))

+D(w(z)))<L’= because IV(z)-:3x <= 13w(z) I-V’(z)lx and

V(z) o(z) V’(z)
y :=< I’ y ’1 + y "1" Hence G+ and CG are Dirichlet-

disjoint and clearly CGo and G+. are Dirichlet-disjoint. Hence by (1)
w({G}, z, Go)<=w([G,}, z, R-Fo) and c >L’>=D(oo({G}, z, Go))

>= D(w({G}, z, R- Fo) > O.
The domain Go f-(go) is non compact and consists of enumerably

infinite number of components. Put U(z)-o({G.}, z, Go). Then U(z)
is harmonic in Go. Let G’ be a compact component of Go. Then
U(z) is harmonic in G’ and U(z)-O on G’ and U(z)--O in G’. Hence
by D(U(z))>0, there exists at least one component G of Go such that

GO
c >D(U(z))>O and U(z) is non const, in G. In the following we

G

fix G and consider U(z) in G. By U(z)>O in G we see G contains
not empty components of f-(g) for i=>l. Since CG and G+. are

U(z)ds asDirichlet-disjoint we have by Lemma 4 0 M 1
VMG
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U(z)ds-D(U(z))-o for a regular levelfor any given G and
8VM

curve V:
V-E_z e G: U(z) >M. ( 2

Let U(z) be a harmonic function in (R G)- V such that U(z)-O
on G, U2(z)-M on V R, U(z)-0 on (G R,)- V. Then

U(z)U(z) in CV G asn and D(U(z))MD(U(z)) as n.

U(z)ds- D(U(z))- and bySuppose V is regular, then
VM

lim U(z)ds> U(z)ds we can find for any given
VMGiR VMGi

e >0 and given number i a number M(e) and a number n(e, i, M(i))> i
such that

U(z)ds-e n>n(e, M)for i, (3)
OVM Rn G

Fix e and M at present and put

(( ) ( U(z)))dxdy andD(f-(g)) f’(z) U(z) +

D(f-(), CV a R)--
f--l(gk) CVMR

Then these are independent to change of local parameters. By
D(U(z))< we can find a number n such that D(U(z)) over R-R
G

<. Next since f(z) is analytic in R, the area of f-(g)in R--0

as k. We can find a number k(e) such that D(U(z)) over

f-(g) R<. Hence we can find a number k(e) such that D(U(z))

over f-(g)<e. Fix such k(e). On the other hand, by Schwarz’s
inequality

D(f-(g)) f’(z) dxdy D(U(z))A(r)eggre for kk(e) and
f- (gk) G

D(f-(g)) v. Put

D(f-(g), CV)- [f’(z)] dxdy.
CVM --l(gk) G

Then by U(z)U(z), D(f-(g), CV R,)D(f-(g), CV) asn.
Hence for the e we can find a number n(e, i, M) such that D(f-(g),
CV R.)D(f-(g), CV)+egD(f-(g))+e for nn. Hence by
(3) for the given e and i>k we can find a number n-max (n, n)
such that both following inequalities hold
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U[(z)ds>a-eandD(f-(g), CVz C?
(4)

for nn.
We see easily the number of components of 3g{ in the w-local

parameter disc is finite, because wl< is compact. Since f(z) is
=3

analytic in R, f-(g) does not cluster in R. The function U(z) is
harmonic in G and V does not cluster in R. If we deform R

Uf(z) vary very little. Hence we canslightly, then Uf(z)and

deform R so that

U(z)ds>a-2e and D(f-(g),CVR)<VKer+2e (4’)
GiRnOVM
and that the number of components of the boundary (R G)-V,
may be finite, where M is a fixed number.

Hence there are only a finite number of branch points of level
curves of U(z) in (R. G)- V. Put z-exp(U[(z)+iV[(z))-re,
where V#(z) is the conjugate harmonic function of U[(z). Then

z]-e on V R, and by (4’) dO-
OVMRnG OVMRnG

We consider D(f-(g), CV R,) in the following way

D(f-(g), CV R)- if f’(z) {(LU(z))
f--I(gk)CVMRnG

f--l(gk) RnG f--l(gk) MRnG
O Ug(z)-O on 3R., 0-const. alongU[(z) r-1. Sinceby

Let be the set of such that we can trace trajectry T along
which 0-const. and z varies continuousely from z ]- 1 (U[(z)-0
on GR.) to e( VU (z) M on 3 R.) in G CV R.. Then since

Uf(z)dsthe connectivity of G R. CV is finite, mes - G R VM

Let be the set of e 0 such that T intersects G when z goes
from G to V along T. Then by (4) rues 0a-2e. Now
G ((R-R) f-(g)) f-(g) G one component of f-(go). Hence
the image of f-(T) of T" e 0 must intersect f-(g) at least
once and intersect f-(g) at least once for k" l<k<i when ]z

varies from 1 to e along T. Hence f’(re) drk
TOGVMf-- (gk)

for 0e0. Hence by (4’)
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v/eKrk + 2e>=D(f-l(gk))+ 2e>=D(f-(gk),CVn R)>=(a-2e)(rk-r). (5)
Now i is arbitrary. Let i--.oo and then e---0. Then (5) is a contradic-
tion. Thus the set F is of capacity zero.

As a corollary of Theorem (K) we shall prove
Corollary. Let be a closed set in the w-plane and contained

in w l<-.l If lim meSr < oo. -Ew: dist (w, )<r,= is a
’--0

set of logarithmic capacity zero.
Let R: lw[<l and R-E[ze" lzl<l and w- f(z)-z. Then

f(z) is analytic in R. Let Ro-E z" z+- <-6-" Clearly R is a

Riemann surface with positive boundary and N-Martin’s topology is
defined in R-Ro. Let B* be the boundary of R (with respect to
N-Martin’s topology) whose projection is contained in . Let p e
(B* B). Then M(f(p)). Hence by Theorem (K) B* is a set
of capacity zero. This means that there exists no non const, positive
bounded full-harmonic function in R-Ro with positive mass only on
B*. Assume is of positive logarithmic cap. Then lim U(z)>O

r--*0

and oo>D(U(z))>O for r0>=r>0, where U(z)is a harmonic function
in E[ze(Ro+)" Izl<l such that U(z)-O on Izl-1 and on 3R0,
U(z)-i on ,.. Let co(z) be a harmonic function in E[ze (R0+)"

zl< 1 such that w(z)-0 on R0, -w(z)-O on zl- 1 and w(z)- 1

on . Then w(z)>=U(z) and w(z)@co(z) as r---0 and D(w(z))
<= D( U(z)) < oo. Then co(z) is full-harmonic in R-R0 and mass of
co(z) lies only on B*. This contradicts that B* is of cap. zero.
Hence is a set of logarithmic cap. zero.
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